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Investigations of the complex behavior of the magnetization of manganese arsenide thin films
due to defects induced by irradiation of slow heavy ions are presented. In addition to the thermal
hysteresis suppression already highlighted in M. Trassinelli et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 081906
(2014), we report here on new local magnetic features recorded by a magnetic force microscope at
different temperatures close to the characteristic sample phase transition. Complementary measure-
ments of the global magnetization measurements in different conditions (applied magnetic field and
temperatures) enable to complete the film characterization. The obtained results suggest that the
ion bombardment produces regions where the local mechanical constraints are significantly different
from the average, promoting the local presence of magneto-structural phases far from the equilib-
rium. These regions could be responsible for the thermal hysteresis suppression previously reported,
irradiation-induced defects acting as seeds in the phase transition.

I. INTRODUCTION

Manganese arsenide (MnAs) is one of the most promis-
ing materials for the magnetic refrigeration [1–3]. It is in
fact characterized by a giant magnetocaloric effect close
to room temperature that makes it a very attractive ma-
terial for common refrigeration applications. The giant
magnetocaloric effect of MnAs is related to the large en-
tropy change during the first-order magneto-structural
transition close to room temperature (TC = 313 K)
between a ferromagnetic α-phase with hexagonal struc-
ture (NiAs-type) and the paramagnetic β-phase with or-
thorhombic structure (MnP-type).
The possibility of epitaxial growth on standard semi-

conductors such as GaAs make MnAs thin films interest-
ing also for spintronic research [4] and magneto-elastic
applications [5, 6]. The epitaxial strain disturbs the
phase transition and leads to the α − β phase coexis-
tence over a large range of temperatures (280–320 K).
The refrigeration power associated to the giant magne-
tocaloric properties does not change but is spread out on
the coexistence temperature interval [7]. In this range,
an alternating structure of ridges (α phase) and grooves
(β phase) organized in stripe-shaped domains parallel to
MnAs[0001] is created to minimize the elastic energy due
to the epitaxy. The periodicity λ of the ridge-groove
structure is constant with the temperature and is related
to the thickness t of the sample by the relation λ ≈ 4.8 t
[8–10].
The richness of the MnAs thin films properties results

in a complex dependency of the magneto-structural prop-
erties on the external temperature, applied magnetic field
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and constraints. In the past years, many studies have
been dedicated to the characterization of epitaxial MnAs
films [4, 8–17]. In particular, magnetic force microscopy
(MFM) appeared to be a very useful tool to study the
local magnetic properties as a function of different pa-
rameters such as: growing conditions [18, 19], film thick-
ness [20–22], temperature [23–26], applied magnetic field
[27, 28] and more recently, applied magnetic field and
temperature at the same time [29]. In addition to the
above investigations based on the out-of-plane magnetic
leak field detection, measurement of the in-plane mag-
netic component imaging has been obtained on cleavage
edges [30].
Recently it has been demonstrated that slow ions bom-

bardment can interestingly change the thin film proper-
ties [31, 32]. New irradiation-induced defects facilitate
the nucleation of one phase with respect to the other one
in the first-order magneto-structural MnAs transition,
with a consequent stable suppression of the thermal hys-
teresis without any significant perturbation of the other
properties. Transition temperature, saturation magneti-
zation and structural properties are unchanged and, more
importantly, the giant magnetocaloric properties of the
film is maintained. When present, the thermal hysteresis
induces energy losses in the thermal cycles that use giant
magnetocaloric material for refrigeration. Its suppression
opens new perspectives for the magnetic refrigeration ap-
plications based on MnAs-type material.
The origin of the hysteresis removal being not clear, we

present here additional investigations on magnetic prop-
erties of the irradiated films under different temperatures
and applied field conditions, in particular with the study
of the local out-of-plane magnetic field via MFM imag-
ing. These studies provide new findings that allow to
elucidate many aspects of the ion bombardment effects
and also reveal new phenomena.
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II. FILM PRODUCTION AND IRRADIATION

All MnAs films considered here have a thickness of
150 nm, are monocrystalline and are issued from the same
growth obtained by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on
GaAs(001) substrate. The deposited MnAs is oriented
with the α-MnAs[0001] and β-MnAs[001] axis parallel to
GaAs[1̄10]. Details on the growth process can be found
in Ref. 10.
The samples are irradiated with a Ne9+ ion beam

at the SIMPA facility [33] (French acronym for highly
charged ion source of Paris). The ion kinetic energy is
set at 90 keV (4.5 keV/u) with an incidence angle of
60◦ with respect to the normal of the sample surface.
These settings were chosen for having the average pene-
tration depth of ions corresponds to the half-thickness of
the MnAs film [34], without any penetration into the sub-
strate. In these conditions, the maximization of the effect
arising from the ion irradiation is expected [35]. For the
ion energy range considered here, the ion-induced defects
are principally produced by the nuclear stopping power
with a series of binary collisions between the projectile
and the target atoms [36, 37]. Target recoil atoms can
also produce secondary collisions with the creation of col-
lision cascades that involve many target atoms. For one
incident atom, about 500 target atom displacements are
expected in our conditions.
In the present paper, we focus our investigation on one

particular sample that received a fluence Φ = 1.5× 1013

ions cm−2 and mainly reflect the effects of the ion bom-
bardment in MnAs thin films. This sample is systemat-
ically compared to a non-irradiated one called reference
or pristine sample. More details about the irradiation
process can be found in Ref. 31 and 38.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurements of the pristine sample

The magnetization dependency of the pristine sam-
ple with the temperature is mainly driven by the ratio
between the α and β phases. For weak applied fields,
the reciprocal alignment of the different magnetic do-
mains in the ferromagnetic α phase regions, separated
by the paramagnetic β phase, plays also an important
role. This effect can be observed in the relative magne-
tization recorded at different increasing and decreasing
values of the temperature shown in Fig. 1. The sam-
ple magnetization has been recorded by a Quantum De-
sign MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer with a sweep rate
of ±2 K/min with 1 T magnetic field applied along the
MnAs easy axis [112̄0]. As visible in Fig. 1, the thermal
hysteresis is smaller for intense fields than for weak fields,
with ∆T ref

≈ 6.2 − 6.5 K for H = 500 and 5000 Oe and
∆T ref

≈ 11.4 K for H = 50 Oe. This is probably due
to the more difficult propagation of the domain walls of
ferromagnetic regions separated by paramagnetic regions

FIG. 1. Relative magnetization as a function of temperature
and external magnetic field for the reference (solid lines) and
for the irradiated samples (dashed lines) in proximity of the
critical temperature. External applied fields are 50 Oe (top),
500 Oe (middle) and 5000 Oe (bottom). Data obtained by a
temperature increase (from colder temperatures) and decrease
(from hotter temperatures) are presented in blue and red,
respectively.

[39].
This interplay between magnetic domains in spatially

separated α regions is also responsible of the high coerciv-
ity field for the temperatures where the two phases are co-
existing (300–320 K). This is well visible from the sample
magnetization measurements along the MnAs easy axis
as function of the magnetic field (between±1 T) obtained
in a VSM magnetometer (Quantum Design PPMS 9T) at
different temperatures. Note that before each magnetic
cycle measurement, the history of the sample is erased by
magnetic depolarization at T = 350 K to avoid the pro-
duction of experimental artifacts like the so-called colos-
sal magnetocaloric effect [40, 41]. As we can observe
in the Fig. 2, the domain direction flip takes place at
H ∼ 50 Oe for low temperatures, but increases up to
H ∼ 200 Oe during the phase coexistence. This singular
behavior is characteristic of MnAs thin films and it has
already observed previously [32, 42, 43] and successfully
modeled [44] in the past.
The features of the MFM images obtained at different

temperatures and no external field (Fig. 3, top) reflect the
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FIG. 2. Magnetic hysteresis cycles between H = −1000 and
1000 Oe for the reference (solid lines) and for the irradiated
samples (dashed lines) at different temperatures.

complicate interplay between magnetic domains. The di-
rect observation of the α- and β-phase regions layout is
obtained with a MFM (Bruker Multimode AFM micro-
scope equipped with a magnetic tip coated with Co/Cr,
model MESP, with a lift height of 20 nm) equipped with
a Peltier regulator to adjust the temperature. The mea-
surement is performed under normal atmospheric pres-
sure and it was limited to temperatures higher than the
dew point (T ∼ 280 K) to avoid water condensation on
the sample. The different images are acquired starting at
decreasing and subsequently increasing sample tempera-
tures, from the initial value of T = 329 K. During the
temperature change, spatial drifts of the sample did not
allow for the measurement of very high quality images.
In particular it did not allow for a perfect correspondence
between the different spatial regions in of a given area.

Because of the absence of applied external field, MFM
images correspond to the visualization of the out-of-plane
magnetic field component from α-phase regions separated
by β-phase regions. Different temperatures correspond
to different typical sizes of the α-phase regions that fa-
vor different domain types that are presented in Fig. 4

(see also [19, 23, 26, 27, 29]). When the ferromagnetic
regions are sufficiently extended, the magnetic domains
are normally aligned along the easy magnetization axis
MnAs[112̄0] with the formation of type-I magnetic do-
mains, with meander-like contrast. We can also have en-
tire portions of α-phase regions in a single domain state
(type-III domains) aligned to other ferromagnetic regions
orientation across different β-phase regions, forming what
we call macro-domains. For very small α-phase regions,
type-II domains, with magnetic moment perpendicular
to the surface, are present.
As visible in Fig. 3, when coexistence of α and β

phases exists, those regions are elongated in fact along
the MnAs[0001] direction, which is perpendicular to the
easy magnetization axis (MnAs[112̄0]). Point-like fea-
tures, well visible at high temperatures, are due to growth
process defects and they have a correspondence in the to-
pography images. Similarly, the diagonal line in the lower
row of the reference sample images is due to a topological
defect.
Because of the reduced extension of α-phase regions,

type-II domains are dominant at high temperatures.
When more extended regions of α-phase are present
(T = 283 − 297 K), type-I domains start to appear
and form macro-domains. As shown in Fig. 3, large do-
mains are recognizable as elongated zones aligned width
the easy magnetization axis MnAs[112̄0] exhibiting black-
white stripes alternation typical of MnAs MFM images
during the phase coexistence [4]. To facilitate the read-
ability of the MFM images, we indicate in the image rel-
ative to the reference sample at T = 289 K in Fig. 3 the
extension of the macro-domains of opposite magnetiza-
tion by means of over-imposed blue and red areas. The
limits between different macro-domains are easily recog-
nizable by the flip of the MFM phase contrast of the
stripes. At lower temperatures (T = 283 K), β-phase re-
gions disappear completely on large portions of the films
leaving MFM image regions without any contrast.
When the temperature increases, regularly spaced

stripes reappear at T = 297 − 305 K (Figs. 3 and 5).
At T ∼ 313 K, type-I and II domains reappear, and only
type-II domains are present at higher temperatures.

B. Effect of the ion irradiation

Irradiation of the thin film with slow ions produce new
defects in the MnAs crystal. As reported in Refs. 31, 32,
these new defects act as nucleation seeds of one phase
with respect to the other during the magneto-structural
transition leading to the elimination of the thermal hys-
teresis.
Investigations with X-ray diffraction for possible struc-

tural changes show that the α and β phases structure of
irradiated samples, up to a fluence of 1015 ions cm−2, are
unchanged as presented in Refs. 31, 32. The film remains
monocrystalline and only a small increase of the average
lattice spacing is noticed (less than 0.3% for a fluence of
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FIG. 3. MFM images of the reference and irradiated samples at different temperatures. The colored arrow indicates the
temperature progression between the images. Point-like defects visible at high temperatures are due to growth process defects
and they have a correspondence in the topography images. Similarly, the diagonal line in the lower row of the reference
sample images is due to a topological defect. In contrast, the diagonal and vertical lines in the irradiated sample images have
no correspondence in the topography images and are purely due to magnetic features. In the image relative to T = 289 K
(increasing temp.), we indicate the macro-domains of opposite magnetization by means of over-imposed blue and red areas.
Squares indicate the zoom regions of Figs. 4 (in red) and 5 (in black).
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FIG. 4. Different types of magnetic orientation of the α-phase
regions in a reference sample MFM image at T = 305 K. The
image correspond to the zoom of the red square in Fig. 3.

1.6× 1015 ions cm−2).
In addition to the thermal hysteresis suppression previ-

ously reported, irradiation-induced modifications are ad-
ditionally characterized by magnetometry measurements
for different applied magnetic field values (M(H)) and
temperatures (M(T )), and by MFM imaging. These
measurements provide new insights on the nature of the
bombardment damages. As we can see in the mag-
netization measurements as a function of the tempera-
ture in Fig. 1, for H = 500, 5000 Oe, the major dif-
ference between the pristine and irradiated samples is
the suppression of the thermal hysteresis without vari-
ation of the critical temperature Tc of the transition.
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FIG. 5. Zoom of the topography images at T = 305 K of the
pristine (left) and irradiated (right) samples. These images
correspond to the zoom of the black squares in Fig. 3.

This is not true when a magnetic field of 50 Oe is ap-
plied. There, the thermal hysteresis is still present and
is ∆T irr

≈ 4.8 K (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, we note that the
difference between ∆T ref

−∆T irr has a constant value of
about 6.2−6.6 K for any applied field. This suggests that
for H = 50 Oe, the non-zero value of ∆T irr is not due to
additional pinning caused by irradiation-induced defects
but most likely to an intrinsic property of MnAs/GaAs
film.
More information can be extracted from the magneti-

zation measurements as a function of the applied mag-
netic field at different temperatures (Fig. 2). No major
differences in the shape of M(H) between reference and
irradiated samples are visible except at the temperatures
T = 300 and 305 K where the inflection point position or
the slope changes. In these cases, referring to Fig. 1, one
can deduce that the α/β phase ratio plays a role due to
the thermal hysteresis.
As previously reported [31, 32], the ion irradiation does

not affect the coercivity field values. Changes of the sat-
uration magnetization are however visible. At T = 285 K
the absolute value of the magnetization of the irradiated
sample is slightly lower than in the reference one. This is
also visible in the M(T ) measurement in Fig.1. But no
noticeable difference of the magnetic saturation is visible
at lower temperature (T = 100 K). A possible explana-
tion of this behavior is the presence of residual β-phase
regions when only the α phase should be present. This
hypothesis is confirmed by the MFM images that are dis-
cussed in the next paragraph. Finally it is worth men-
tioning that thin film magnetization reduction under ac-
tion of ion irradiation is also commonly observed in sam-
ples that exhibit a second-order magnetic transition be-
cause of irradiation-induced crystal structure rearrange-
ment and change of the dipole-dipole interaction [45–52].
However, compared to the results presented here, these
past studies involved much higher ion fluences (> 1015

ions cm−2) that, differently than in our case, can sub-
stantially change the sample structure and composition.
Additional insights can be extracted from the magnetic

force microscope images and topography of the sample.
The topography imaging does not show any differences
between the pristine and irradiated sample. This is not
surprising because the relative low-value of the potential
energy carried by the ions does not allow the formation

T(K) = 298 313 329 

FIG. 6. MFM (upper row) and AFM (bottom row) images
at different increasing temperatures of the irradiated sample
after a cooling in presence of a persisting magnetic field (H ∼

5000 Oe).

of new surface defects [53]. On the other hand, compared
to the reference sample, the MFM images (Fig. 3) of the
irradiated sample present several differences:

1. there is a qualitatively different dependency on the
temperature,

2. they are characterized by an irregular pattern of
the α− β phase region disposition,

3. at low temperature, persisting β-phase regions are
observed.

Point 1 is due to the reduction or suppression of the
thermal hysteresis that anticipates the appearance of one
phase with respect to the other one in the irradiated sam-
ple compared to the pristine one. As discussed above, this
reduction is caused by the easier nucleation of the phases
due the irradiation-induced defects. These defects dis-
turb also the regular α − β phase disposal, point 2, as
clearly visible in Fig. 5. This phenomenon is similar to
the effect of defects produced during the film growth that
are observed to induce Y-shape stripe bifurcation in well
defined positions (corresponding to the defect positions)
[10, 12].
Point 3 is particularly interesting. At low tempera-

ture, we can see in Fig. 3 that the macro-domains are
disturbed by linear regions where the β phase is persist-
ing. These regions are recognizable by a local contrast
of the MFM phase that develop along lines and by a de-
pression of a few nm in the topography lines (not shown)
due to the smaller cell volume of the β phase [4, 10].
These regions are particularly visible in the image rela-
tive to T = 297 K approaching from higher temperatures
in Fig. 3. For lower T values, only one vertical β-phase
region is persisting, down to the lowest reached tempera-
ture of 283 K. This effect is even more evident when the
sample is cooled from about 350 K with an external field
of about 5000 Oe before imaging it with the MFM. As
we can see in Fig. 6, where a 5× 5 µm2 of the irradiated
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sample at the temperature of 298 K prepared in this way
is shown, a β-phase diagonal region is visible in the MFM
image together with a depression (of about 5 nm) in the
topography image. When increasing temperature, this
β-phase region is less and less contrasted with respect
to the surrounding area in both MFM and topography
images due to the global transition to the β phase.
The presence of the β phase at this low temperature

may be due to local constraints induced by the ion irradi-
ation. Past experimental and theoretical studies on ion–
matter interaction show that, at this ion energy regime,
collision cascades can lead to the formations of spatially
localized regions rich in interstitial atoms or vacancies
[37, 54–56]. Interstitial-rich regions could cause an in-
crease of the local high internal pressure favoring the
presence of the β phase that is characterized by a volume
2% larger than the α phase. In connection to the persis-
tence of small β-phase regions, the sample magnetization
is expected to be reduced with respect to the reference
sample, which is the case as visible in the magnetome-
try measurements in Fig. 1. At very low temperature
(T = 100 K) not monitored with the MFM, irradiated
samples have practically the same saturation magneti-
zation than pristine samples [31] suggesting that these
“frozen” β-phase regions are thus suppressed.

Similarly, the presence of surviving α-phase regions at
high temperatures seems plausible, but is difficult to ob-
serve due to the complex magnetic images caused by the
transition between type-I and type-II magnetic domains.
In correlation with vacancies-rich regions, a local low in-
ternal pressure is expected that can favor the presence
of α phase regions. The high magnetization of irradiated
samples at T = 330 K in the M(H) curve (Fig. 2) could
be an indication of the persistence of α-phase regions at
high temperatures. This persistence could be the reason
for the presence of large macro-domains with the same
orientation contrary to what happen in the pristine sam-
ple (Fig. 3, T = 283− 297). Remaining α-phase regions
with a defined magnetic orientation could in fact seed
the nucleation of domains with a specific direction (be-
fore the series of observation on the MFM the samples
are initially cooled in presence of a persisting magnetic
field of about 5000 Oe).
Recent studies on nanoindentation in NiMnGa Heusler

alloy films [57] show that local constrains can favor the
nucleation of one phase into the other phase in the char-
acteristic first-order phase transition. Similarly, here lo-
cal regions of α and β phase, which are persisting at a

temperature respectively higher and lower than the tran-
sition temperature, could be at the origin of the thermal
hysteresis suppression making easier the transition of one
phase into the other phase.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We report new investigations on the effect of ion bom-
bardment on manganese arsenide thin films. These stud-
ies confirm that the thermal hysteresis is suppressed
when an intense magnetic fields is applied due to local
irradiation-induced defects. This is not the case for weak
external field. At 50 Oe the surviving thermal hysteresis
seems related to the intrinsic properties of MnAs/GaAs
films and in particular to the high coercivity field value
during the α − β phase coexistence. The local effects
of the new defects are well visible on the MFM images
where the self-organization of MnAs α− β phases is dis-
turbed and where β-phase regions persist in specific spots
at temperatures well below the phase transition temper-
ature. This is in agreement with the observed magneti-
zation of the irradiated sample which is lower than the
pristine magnetization for T . Tc while at lower tem-
perature, i.e. T = 100 K, the magnetization is the same
for the two samples. Similarly, there are indications that
small α-phase regions could resist to temperatures higher
than the phase transition temperature. Nevertheless the
nature of the irradiation-induced defects is still not com-
pletely revealed and it will require future investigation
with different projectile masses and collision conditions.
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